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ABSTRACT 

Every organism is an expression of the fine balance between order and chaos. Tumor biology, not being 

exempt from this complexity, expresses ‘chaos’ in the form of heterogeneity, and overlooking it by averaging 

data across whole tumors often makes profiles inaccurate and their treatment ineffective. To address this 

particular challenge and to bridge the divide between research and clinics, our group introduced an open-

space microfluidic technology called the microfluidic probe (MFP). The MFP enables microscale biochemical 

assays that can both deposit biomarker specific ligands and extract cells from tissue sections using 

hydrodynamic flows. By implementing the critical steps in current pathology workflows, we can accelerate 

the protocol implementation and obtain quantifiable genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic information from 

the same tissue sample. This also provides interactive control over the ‘scale/spatial resolution’ of analysis. In 

this talk, I will focus on the assay implementations for spatial genomics (Spatialyse) and in situ proteomics 

(qµIC). It is my hope that this work will provide an incentive to different communities to integrate translatable 

multi-scale solutions that are useful for clinics, thereby enabling their transition into the next-generation of 

pathology.  
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